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We introduce here the HÂenon Map as an example of Chaotic behavior
as well as related analytical compuations. An expanded version of this pa-
per using symbolic comptuation is in progress.
Key Words: HÂenon map, chaos, horseshoe map.
AMS Classi®cation 1991: 58F13.
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1 Introduction
By de®nition, a HÂenon Map Ha;b : R2 ! R2 is a diffeomorphism of the plane
with property that no straight line maps to a parallel straight line. Under cer-
tain conditions, existence of the HÂenon map has been proved by Benedicks and
Carleson in [1].
De®nition 1.1 Let f : A! A and g : B! B be two maps. Then f and g are said to
be topologically conjugate if there exists a homeomorphism h such that h  f D g  f .




a − by − x2
x






with det .DHa;b/ D b:
























































































y D y 0 and x D x 0 : This is a contradiction. Hence, H−1a;b is one-to-one.
2
1.1 The case b D 0
Let
f : R! R and is given by f.x / D x.1− x /;Qf : R! R and is given by Qf.x / D 1− x2;
g : R! R and is given by g.x / D − x2 and







with f; Qf; g and  are continuous functions.
Theorem 1.5 For every a 2 R : Ha;0  a D a  ga
Proof.







a − .a − x2/2
a − x2

D a.a − x2/ D a  ga
Proposition 1.6 a) For a  14 ; a 2 R and  D .a/ D 1C
p
1C 4a; ga is a topo-
logical conjugate to f:
b) For a 2 R and  D .a/ D a;is a topological conjugate to Qf
Proof. a) Let h : R! R be given by h.x / D cx C d with c 2 Rnf0g and d 2 R:
Then:




.h−1 ga  h/.x / D h−1.a − .cx C d/2/ D 1c .a − c2x2 − 2cdx − d2− d/
D −cx2− 2dx − 1c .d2 C d − a/
If c D  and d D −2 ; . 2 Rnf0g/; then
.h−1 ga  h/.x / D −x2 C x − 14 .2 − 2− 4a/
D f.x /− 14 .2 − 2− 4a/:
Since  D 1Cp1C 4a; it follows 2 − 2− 4a D 0:
b) Let d D 0 and a D c D  be as in the proof of a). It follows:
.h−1 ga  h/.x / D −x2 C 1 D Qf.x /:
Corollary 1.7 Let a and  D .a/ be as in part a) of proposition 1.6, then there
exists a continuous map  :
  : R! R2 such that Ha;0    D   f
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Proof. Using proposition 1.6, there exists a bijective map
h : R! R such that a  h D h  f:
Theorem 1.5 gives:
Ha;0  a  h D .Ha;0  a /  h D .a  ga /  h
D a  .ga  h/ D a  h  f
with   D a  h:
Corollary 1.8 Let a and  D .a/ be as in part b) of proposition 1.6, then there
exists a continuous map &:
& : R! R2 such that Ha;0    D &  Qf:
Proof. Similar to the proof of corollary 1.7
Remark 1.9 Neither theorem 1.5, corollary 1.7 nor corollary 1.8 makes any state-
ment on the topological (semi-)conjugacy, since the surjectivity of the conjugate func-
tions is not satis®ed.
1.2 The Case b 6D 0
Theorem 1.10 Let A D ab2 ; B D 1b ; then Ha;b is topologically conjugate to H−1A;B :



































D Ha;b  
Clearly,  is a homeomorphism since it is a linear coordinate transformation.
Remark 1.11 1. It is sufficient to consider the case
b  1.b  1, jBj  1: Similar calculations for H−1A;B instead of Ha;b lead to the
same result.
2. The special case
b D 1 is treated in a similar fashion to 0 < b < 1: Hence,
from now on we will assume: 0 <
b < 1:
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2 The Dynamics of Periodic Points: 2-Dimensional Maps
Let G 2 C1.R2;R2/ and x0 2 R2: Then 1.G; x0/ and 2.G; x0/ are the eigenval-
ues of DG.x0/; i.e., the solutions to det .DG.x0/− I2/ D 0:
De®nition 2.1 Let F 2C1.R2;R2/ be a bijective map, x0 2R2 and Fn.x0/D x0 .n 2
N/: Then x0 is called:
Attracting n-periodic point of F iff 8i 2 f1; 2g : ji .Fn ; x0/j < 1:
Repelling n-periodic point of F iff 8i 2 f1; 2g : ji .Fn ; x0/j > 1:
Saddle n-periodic point of F iff 9i 2 f1; 2g : ji .Fn ; x0/j < 1 for which
j 2 f1; 2g. j 6D i / : ji .Fn ; x0/j > 1:
Theorem 2.2 a) x0 is an attracting n-periodic point) 9" > 0 : 8y 2 B.x0; "/
such that lim
x!1 F
nk .y/ D x0:




c) x0 is a saddle n-periodic point) there exits a regular C1-curve 0 with x0 2 j0j
such that for every path of j0j ; γ : I!R2; I is an open interval, the following
holds: 8t 2 I : F−nk .γ.t //! x0 if k!1:
Proof. See [[4], page 212ff]
Lemma 2.3 For all k 2 N : fi .Fk ; x0/ : i 2 f1; 2gg D fi .F; x0/ : i 2 f1; 2gg
Proof. The following holds: F  Fk D Fk  F .8k 2 N/. By the Chain Rule:
DF..Fk ; x0//  DFk .x0/ D DF..F; x0//  DF.x0/
The image:
.DFk /−1.x0/  DF.Fk .x0//  DFk .x0/ 2D .DFk /−1.x0/  DFk .x0/  DF.x0/
D DF.x0/
) DF.Fk .x0// and DF.x0/ are similar 2 2-matrices.
Hence, DF.Fk .x0// and DF.x0/ have equal eigenvalues.
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2.1 The Fixed Points of Ha;b
Let
a0.b/ D −14 .b C 1/2
a1.b/ D 34 .b C 1/2
Theorem 2.4 a) 8a < a0.b/;Ha;b has no ®xed point.
b) If a D a0.b/; then Ha;b has exactly one ®xed point, namely:
p0.a; b/D 12
 −.b C 1/
−.b C 1/

































, x D a − by − x2 and y D x
, x2C .bC1/x− a D 0, x 2 fxC; x−gwith x D x.a; b/D−bC12 
q
. bC12 /
2 C a 2
C
a) For a < a0.b/; the following holds: x =2 R
b) For a D a0.b/ the following holds: xC.a; b/D x−.a; b/D −12 .b C 1/)
9 precisely one p0.a; b/D 12
 −.b C 1/
−.b C 1/

: Ha;b.p0.a; b//D p0.a; b/
c) For a > a0.b/ the following holds: 9 precisely one xC.a; b/ 2 R and precisely
one x−.a; b/ 2 R;










Theorem 2.5 a) 8a > a0.b/ : p−.a; b/ is a saddle ®xed point.
b) 8a0.b/ < a < a1.b/ : pC.a; b/ is an attracting ®xed point.
c) a D a1.b/) 9.i 2 f1; 2g/ : i .Ha;b;pC.a; b//D −1













x20 − b; i 2 f1; 2g








.b C 1/2C 4a > 0:
 Case 1: Consider
















































































± Case 2.1: b−1Cw2  0) 2 < 1Cb2 C w2 − w2 − b2 C 12 D 1
± Case 2.2: b−1Cw2 < 0) 2 < 1Cb2 C w2 C w2 C b2 − 12 D b Cw
Let 2  −1; then:




2 − b  0)(
1Cb
2 C w2
2 − b  1C (1Cb2 C w2 2 C 1C b Cw
−b  2C b Cw)−b  1C w2 :





.w− b − 1/




.b C 1/2 C 4a > 0:
Eigenvalue i D i
(
Ha;b ; pC.a; b/






 Case 1: b > 0
± Case 1.1: Complex Eigenvalues:
Let .1−pb/2 < w < .1Cpb/2 (By letting the radicals equal to
zero)) z is complex) z D i
q













b < 1; i 2 f1; 2g
± Case 1.2: Real Eigenvalues:










(I) 0  bC1−w2  bC12









(II) z  0
) 1 > −1




(II) −z  1−b2
) 2 
p
b C 1−b2 > 1−b2 > −b2 > −1
(I) bC1−w2  bC12
(II) −z  0
) 2 < 1






 w < 2.1C b/
 a) Consider 1 D bC1−w2 C z
(I) bC1−w2  −
p
b
(II) z  1−b2
) 1  −
p
b C 1−b2 < 12 < 1
(I) bC1−w2  −bC12
(II) z  0
) 1  −bC12 > −b > −1
 b) Consider 2 D bC1−w2 − z




) 2  −
p
b < 1
(I) bC1−w2  −bC12
(II)−z  −1−b2
) bC1−w2 > −b) 2  b2 − 12  −12 > −1
Hence, ji j < 1; i 2 f1; 2g:
 Case 2 b < 0 can be proved in a similar way to the case b  0:
c) If a D 34
(
b C 12 ; then q(b C 12 C 4a D 2 (b C 1 : For this Eigenvalue the
following holds:






















w− b − 1




.b C 1/2C 4a
For a > a1.b/ D 34
(
b C 12, the following holds: w > 2.b C 1/
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The Eigenvalues:




w− b − 1
2
2
− b| {z }
I I
; i 2 f1; 2g










2 − b >2.1q( bC12 2 − b Dq(b−12 2 D 1−b2
(I) and (II)) 1 < −1Cb2 − 1−b2 D −1) j1j > 1:








w− b − 1
2
2
− b| {z }
> 0
1− 1C b −w
2| {z }
> 0 . 2.1/
)−bCw2  w−b2 ) w  0:
This is a contradiction. Hence, 2 < 1:
Let 2  −1)
s
w− b − 1
2
2
− b| {z }
>0
w− b − 3
2| {z }
>0
) (w−b−12 2 − b  (w−b−32 2
) w  2C 2b:
This is a contradiction with 2.1. Hence, j2j < 1:
2.2 Period-Doubling with a1.b/
Theorem 2.6 At a1.b/ the ®rst period-doubling takes place, i.e.,




/ D Qp (a; b) Ha;b . Qp (a; b/ D Qp (a; b
2. For a D a1.b/ : 9 exists precisely one Qp0
(
a; b


















3. 8a > a1.b/ : 9 exists precisely one Qp1
(
a; b


















Furthermore, 9 exists precisely one Qp2
(
a; b


















4. The following holds: lim
a!a1 .b/














a − bx − (a − by − x22







, y D 1c .a − x2/ and x D 1c .a − y2/; .c D 1C b/
, .x − p−/  .x − pC/  .x2 − cx C c2− a/ D 0
with p D p.a; b/D −1−bw2 ; and w D
p
c2C 4a










1. 8a < a1.b/ : 4a − 4c2 < 0) There is no periodic point with period 2.
















D 12  cc

:





















































as a! a1.b/: Furthermore,w0 ! 0 as a! a1.b/:
Hence, lim
a!a1 .b/






Notations 2.7 For 0<
b< 1 ®xed at random, letk .b/ be the k-th period-doubling
parameter of Ha;b :
Remark 2.8 From theorem 2.5, it follows: 1.b/ D a1.b/:
Theorem 2.9 (Collet-Eckman 1980)
There exists an "0 > 0 such that for all b 2U"0 .0/nf0g the following holds:
1. there exists 1.b/ 2 R : lim




nC1.b/−n .b/ D ; whereby  is the Feigenbaum Constant.
Proof. See [2] and [3].
2.3 The Iterations of Hna;b as jnj !1










; n 2 Z:













2 R2 : x  −






2 R2 : x  −
y and y  0
Lemma 2.11 For a < a0.b/; the following holds:
1. Ha;b .M1/  M1 and x1 < x0:
2. Ha;b .M3/  M1 :
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 Case 1: y0  0) bx0  −by0) by0  −bx0
x1 D a − by0− x20  a C by0 − x20  a − bx0 − x20
< − (bC12 2 − bx0 − x20 D − (x0 C bC12 2 C x0 < x0








a − by − x20
x0








 Case 2: y0 < 0)−by0  −bx0




2 − bx0 − x20
D − (x0 C bC12 2 C x0 < x0













 Case 1: x0  0;
() y1  0) x0  −y0)−x0  −y0




2 − by0− x20
 − (bC12 2 − bx0 − x20
D − (x0 C bC12 2 < x0 D y1
) x1 < y1:







 Case 2: x0 > 0;
() y1 > 0) x0 < −y0) y0  −x0
Since y0  0; it follows x1 D a − by0− x20 < 0




2 − by0− x20 < 0a − by0 − x20 > ( bC12 2 C by0 C x20
.x0>0/ ( bC12 2 − bx0C x20 D ( bC12 2 − x02 C x0  x0
) jx1j > x0)−x1 > y1) x1 < −y1:












2 .M2 [M3/: Then x0  −
y0 :
 Case 1: y0  0
() x0  y0 D x−1
) x−1  0: That is to say, x−1 > y−1




2 − x0 − y20
 − ( bC12 2 − y0 − y20 D −(bC12 2 C y02 C by0




2 C y02 C y0 < y0
) x−1 > y−1
 Case 2: y0 > 0
() x0 > −y0 D −x−1
) x−1 > 0: That is to say, x−1 > y−1
y−1 D 1b
(











2 − y02 − by0 < −y0 < y0 < x−1






2 M2: From case 2, part 3) above , it follows that:
y−1 < y0 < 0)
y−1 > y0 :
Finally, the case b < 0 can be proven in a similar fashion.
Theorem 2.12 If a < a0.b/; then lim
n!1




Using lemma 2.11, (1), it follows by induction:
xn <    < x1 < x0 (strongly monotonically decreasing).














































2 M2: Using lemma 2.11, (3), (4) and a similar argument to
case 1, it follows:(
y−n

n and .x−n /n are divergent.
Notations 2.13 For a > a1.b/; Let
R D R.a; b/D 12

1C
bCq(1C b2 C 4a 2 R
and S D S.a; b/D [−R; R]2










Proof. Similar to theorem 2.12. Instead of M1;M2;M3; choose the following
partition:
M1 \ SC ;M2 \ SC ;M3 \ SC of SC :
Corollary 2.15 If a > a1.b/; then Per.Ha;b /  S.a; b/:
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Proof. Follows from theorem 2.14
2.4 The Non-Escape Set of Ha;b




De®nition 2.17 For a > a2.b/; let
3.a; b/D fx 2 R2 : lim
n!1
∥∥Hna;b .x /∥∥!1gC
be the non-escape set of Ha;b with respect to a and b:
Remark 2.18 3.a; b/ S.a; b/: This follows from thereom 2.14.
Question 2.19 Which structure 3.a; b/ has?






Hna;b .S/ D fx 2 R2 : 8n 2 N : Hna;b.x / 2 Sg
\
n2Z−[f0g
Hna;b.S/ D S \ fx 2 R2 : 8n 2 Z− [ f0g : Hna;b .x / 2 Sg
From theorem 2.14, it follows:
\
n2Z
Hna;b .S/  3.a; b/:
Now the other direction. Let x 2 3.a; b/: Suppose x =2 \
n2Z
Hna;b .S/
) 9n 2 Z : x =2 Hna;b .S/. Thus Hna;b.S/ =2 S:
Without resitriction n 2 Z−: Then lim
k!1
∥∥Hk.x /∥∥!1:
This contradicts x 2 3.a; b/:
Notations 2.21 Sh.; /D R [; ]






2 R2 : − jj γ − y2  x  − jj γ C y2

; γ > 0:
Lemma 2.22 For γ > 0 :
1. Ha;b .Sv.−γ; γ//D Sh.−γ; γ/







1. Follows from y1 D x :
2. Let a −
b γ − y21 > x1) a − b γ − x2 > a − by − x2
)−
b γ > −by ) γ < bjbj y ) γ < y : This is a contradiction.
Let a C
b γ − y21 < x1) a C b γ − x2 < a − by − x2
)
b γ < −by ) γ < − bjbj y ) γ < y : This is a contradiction.
3. (I) Case 1: y  γ
(a) b < 0 :
Let − 1b
(
x − a C y2 > γ ) x > −bγ − y2 C a: This is a contra-
diction.
(b) b > 0 :
Let − 1b
(
x − a C y2 > γ ) x < −bγ − y2 C a: This is a contra-
diction.
(II) Case 2: −y  γ
(a) b < 0 :
Let − 1b
(
a − x − y2 < −γ ) a − y2 − x < γb) x > a − γb −
y2: This is a contradiction.
(b) b > 0 :
Let − 1b
(
a − x − y2 < −γ ) a − y2 − x > γb) x < a − γb −
y2: This is a contradiction.
Proposition 2.23 Ha;b.S.a; b//D P.a; b; R/\ Sh .−R; R/
Proof. Using Lemma 2.22,(2) and the bijectivity of Ha;b ; the following holds:
H−1a;b .Sh.−R; R// D Sv.−R; R/
Using Lemma 2.22,(3) and the bijectivity of Ha;b ; the following holds:
P.a; b; R/ Ha;b .Sh .−R; R//
Using Lemma 2.22,(1), the following holds: Ha;b .Sh.−R; R// D P.a; b; R/:
Since Ha;b .Sh.−R; R/\ Sv.−R; R//DHa;b .Sh.−R; R//\Ha;b .Sv.−R; R//
D P.a; b; R/\ Sh .−R; R/:
Since S D Sv.−R; R/\ Sh.−R; R/; it follows
Ha;b .S/ D P.a; b; R/\ Sh.−R; R/.









Proof. Using Lemma 2.22,(2) and the bijectivity of Ha;b ; the following holds:
a −
b  R − y2 > R:
The vertex: a −













.jbjC1/2 − 2a > 0, a > 2
(bC 12 D a2.b/:
Notations 2.25 For u1; u2 : [−R; R]! [−R; R] and u1.t / < u2.t /; 8t 2 [−R; R];
we denote:





2 S : u1.x /  y  u2.x /

;





2 S : u1.y/  x  u2.y/

:
b) H respectively V are the set of all general horizontal (respectively horizontal)
stripe of S:
c) For H D H .u1; u2/ and H 0 D H .u 01; u
0
2/ 2H ; the following holds:
H  H 0 , u1 < u 01 < u
0
2 < u2:
d) For V D V .u1; u2/ and V 0 D V .u 01; u
0
2/ 2V; the following holds:
V  V 0 , u1 < u 01 < u
0
2 < u2:
Similar to the Horseshoe Map, one can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2.26 If a > a2.b/; then there exists fHj−1 jn : n 2Z−; j−1    jn 2 f0; 1gg 
H with the following properties:
1. 8n 2 Z− : fHj−1 jn : j−1    jn 2 f0; 1gg is disjoint.
2. 8n 2 Z− : 8 j−1    jn−1 2 f0; 1g;Hj−1 jn−1  Hj−1 jn
3. Ha;b.S/\ S D H0 [H1 and 8n 2 Z− :
[F.
j−1 jn2f0;1g




4. \1nD0Ha;b.S/ D \1nD−1 [
j−1 jn2f0;1g
Hj−1 jn
Theorem 2.27 If a > a2.b/; then there exists fVj0 jn : n 2 N0; j0    jn 2 f0; 1gg 
V with the following properties:
1. 8n 2 N0 : fVj0 jn : n 2 N0; j0    jn 2 f0; 1gg is disjoint.
2. 8n 2 Z : 8 j0    jnC1 2 f0; 1g;Vj0 jnC1  Vj0 jn
3. H−1a;b .S/\ S D V0 [V1 and 8n 2 N; 8 j0    jn 2 f0; 1g :
S \H−1a;b .Vj0 jn / D Hj0 jn0 [Hj0 jn1
4. \1nD0H−na;b .S/ D \1nD0 [j0 jn2f0;1g Hj0 jn
Remark 2.28 Let fHj0 jn : n 2N0; j0    jn 2 f0; 1gg and fVj−1 jn : n 2Z; j−1    jn 2
f0; 1gg be as in theorems 2.26 and 2.27. Denote:
H1.a; b/D \1nD0 [
j0 jn2f0;1g
Hj0 jn
V1.a; b/D \1nD−1 [
j−1 jn2f0;1g
Vj−1 jn :
Then3.a; b/D H1.a; b/\V1.a; b/
3 Topological Conjugacy








i D 1 if Hia;b.x / 2 V1:
Theorem 3.2 Let a > a2.b/;then ka;b is continuous, surjective such that: ka;b 
Ha;b D   ka;b
Proof. See [5]






b2 ; then ka;b is a homeomorphism.
Proof. See [5]






b2 ; then 3.a; b/ is a Cantor set in R2:
Corollary 3.5 Let a > a2.b/; then Ha;b is strongly chaotic on 3.a; b/:
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